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SS/SW BASE PAIRS ARE THE ONLY BASE PAIRS INVOLVED IN LONGRANGE RNA TERTIARY MOTIFS
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Abstract
The structure of noncoding RNAs largely determines their functions. With the rapid growth of experimental data on the
RNA secondary structures, the task of predicting its spatial structure becomes the most urgent task of RNA bioinformatics. The
ability to predict tertiary base pairs from data on the secondary structure could significantly reduce the operating time and
improve the quality of the RNA spatial structure prediction algorithms. In this work, we applied the machine learning algorithm
for the problem of RNA tertiary base pairs prediction from data on the RNA sequence and secondary structure. A group of local
base pairs was identified that can be predicted with high quality (80% precision, 80% recall). It was also shown that more than
70% of all long-range noncanonical base pairs in RNA are the base pairs of geometric classes Sugar-Edge/Sugar-Edge and
Sugar-Edge/Watson-Crick-Edge that correspond to ribose zipper and A-minor tertiary motifs.
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ТОЛЬКО SS/SW СПАРИВАНИЯ ОСНОВАНИЙ ВСТРЕЧАЮТСЯ В
УДАЛЕННЫХ МОТИВАХ ТРЕТИЧНОЙ СТРУКТУРЫ РНК
Научная статья

Аннотация
Структура некодирующих РНК в значительной степени определяет их функциональность. С ростом
экспериментальных данных о вторичных структурах РНК наиболее актуальной задачей биоинформатики РНК
становится задача предсказания её пространственной структуры. Возможность предсказывать третичные спаривания
оснований по данным о вторичной структуре позволит существенно сократить время работы и повысить качество
работы алгоритмов предсказания пространственной структуры РНК. В данной работе алгоритм машинного обучения
был использован для решения задачи предсказания третичных спариваний по данным о последовательности и
вторичной структуре РНК. Была выявлена группа локальных спариваний, которые могут быть предсказаны с высокой
точностью (80% precision, 80% recall). Кроме того, было показано, что среди удалённых неканонических спариваний
более 70% составляют спаривания геометрических классов Sugar-Edge/Sugar-Edge и Sugar-Edge/Watson-Crick-Edge,
которые соответствуют таким третичным мотивам как рибозные молнии и А-миноры.
Ключевые слова: структура РНК, вторичная структура, спаривание оснований, третичный мотив, рибозная
молния, А-минор, машинное обучение.
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1. Introduction
Noncoding RNAs comprise one of the most abundant and important classes of biopolymers in living cells. Apart from wellestablished role of transfer and ribosomal RNAs in protein synthesis [1], various noncoding RNAs take part in numerous
biological processes such as gene expression regulation on both transcription [2] and translation levels [3], intron splicing [4],
RNA modification [5], transposon control [6] and many others; a number of long noncoding RNAs are linked with several types
of cancer [7]. Functions of the RNA molecules are hardly dependent on their spatial structure [8].
Over the past 5 years, experimental methods deriving data on RNA secondary structure have improved dramatically [9].
Coupling with high-throughput sequencing methods made it possible to probe secondary structures of RNA in vivo on a large
scale [9]. These data significantly improves the quality of RNA secondary structure prediction tools that allows us to assume
that the RNA secondary structure prediction problem will be soon considered sufficiently solved.
At the same time RNA spatial structure prediction algorithms are still far from acceptable quality [10]. Additional constraints
can help reduce working time and/or improve the quality of such algorithms [11]. Data on possible noncanonical base pairs
derived from experimentally determined RNA spatial structures could be used for this purpose as base pairs are the major type
of nucleotide interactions in RNA tertiary structure.
Only two different base pair classifications exist, both being geometric classifications. In [12] authors distinguish 28 possible
types of base pairs having at least two hydrogen bonds. All the types are characterized by nucleotide bases, their relative positions
and exact pairs of bonded atoms. According to the Leontis-Westhof classification [13], all base pairs are classified into geometric
families by interacting edges of nucleotides. Each nucleotide is represented by a triangle with three edges - Sugar edge (S),
Hoogsteen edge (H) and Watson-Crick edge (W). A base pair is characterized by two interacting edges of nucleotides and by
their relative orientation (cis or trans) making a total of 12 possible families. It should be noted that families do not consider
base types.
To the moment there is a lack of classifications of noncanonical base pairs considering their structural context. The only
attempt was made in [14] where within the analysis of 16S rRNA authors distinguished local and long-range base pairs and also
divided them into three groups considering their role in secondary structure (helix-helix, loop-helix, loop-loop). A base pair was
considered long-range if it intersected at least 4 canonical base pairs and considered local otherwise.
In this work, we applied the machine learning algorithm for the problem of de novo predicting tertiary base pairs using the
data on RNA sequence and secondary structure. For base pair annotation the original description of RNA secondary structure
[15] was used. To the best of our knowledge, the problem is formulated for the first time. The most similar problem was stated
for example in [16] where authors predicted RNA nucleotide-nucleotide contacts using the multiple alignment of RNA
sequences.
2. Methods
For the analysis we used experimentally determined RNA spatial structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB, [17]). We
considered two subsets of RNA structures - a representative set ([18], release 3.76 with 3.0Å resolution cutoff) and a nonredundant set. The non-redundant set was selected manually and contained 44 RNA chains (including 23 riboswitches, 7
ribozymes, and 6 ribosomal RNAs, see Additional file 1); the representative set comprised 398 RNA chains containing at least
one intramolecular stem (double-helical region).
Base pairs in RNA structures were annotated with the DSSR program from the X3DNA toolkit [19]. The structural context
for base pairs was annotated using the generalized description of RNA secondary structure elements from [15]. A base pair was
called a tertiary base pair if it was not a part of any stem. A base pair was called noncanonical if it belonged to any type aside
from Watson-Crick (GC cWW, AU cWW) and Wobble (GU cWW) types in Leontis-Westhof classification [13].
Two sets of all possible nucleotide pairs were constructed with respect to the two considered sets of RNA structures. For
every pair of nucleotides [N1, N2] symmetrical pair [N2, N1] was also in the dataset. A pair [N1, N2] were annotated as positive
base pair if a base pair (N1, N2) existed and negative otherwise. To reduce the imbalance of positive and negative classes we
removed all pairs where the distance between two nucleotides in RNA sequence was greater than 60 positions, keeping less than
10% of all negative pairs and more than 80% of all positive pairs. The resulted representative set of nucleotide pairs included
~18k positive objects and ~6790k negatives. The non-redundant set included ~4k positives and ~1500k negatives.
Each pair of nucleotides was annotated with the following features:
1) Base type (A/C/G/U/M/N, where M is for modified bases, N is for unknown bases) of interacting nucleotides and their
neighbors (20 neighbors in total, 5 neighbors from each side of both nucleotides, applies hereinafter);
2) RNA secondary structure element which interacting nucleotides and their neighbors belong to (stem (S) / hairpin loop (H)
/ Bulge (B) / Internal loop (I) / Multiple junction (J); all loops were also assigned one of three types related to the pseudoknots Classical (C), Isolated (I), Pseudoknotted (P), such that, for example, nucleotide annotated with HC belongs to a classical hairpin
loop);
3) Length of paired/unpaired fragment which a nucleotide belongs to (for interacting nucleotides and their neighbors);
4) Ordinal number of a nucleotide within its paired/unpaired fragment (for interacting nucleotides and their neighbors);
5) The relative position of interacting nucleotides within the secondary structure of RNA (inside one stem or loop (Same,
SM) / inside a loop and its adjacent stem (Local, LC), from distant structural elements (Long-range, LR));
6) Whether there is a corresponding base pair (1 or 0, target feature).
To solve the binary classification problem we used the RandomForest algorithm [20] implemented in [21]. All experiments
were conducted in the form of GoupKfold cross-validation [21] in order to keep at each step all base pairs belonging to one RNA
structure either in the training set or in the test set. For dimension reduction during clusterization of true positives we used the tSNE technique [22].
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3. Results
Cross-validation on the representative dataset showed an acceptable quality of 67%-67% precision-recall metrics (Fig.1a).
However, a closer examination of the results identified that RNA molecule types having greater numbers of instances tend to get
better results meaning that a great part of success comes from the data redundancy. Due to the observation, only the nonredundant dataset was used for further analysis. Consistently with the observation, the non-redundant dataset demonstrated a
significantly lower quality of 35%-35% precision-recall metrics (Fig. 1b).

Figure 1 – Precision-recall curves for the representative (a) and non-redundant (b) sets of RNA structures
The obtained results allowed us to speculate that in general tertiary base pairs are poorly predicted based solely on the RNA
sequence and secondary structure. An in-depth analysis was performed in order to identify particular classes of base pairs that
could be predicted with the described method. The analysis showed that the best results were obtained for tHS (trans H-edge/Sedge) base pairs. Clusterization of the tHS base pairs (Fig. 2, top) emphasized two ellipses with the only base pair predicted
wrong. The ellipses correspond to the AG tHS base pairs from the same classical hairpin loop being a GNRA-like motif [23].
Cross-validation on the dataset of AG SM-HC pairs resulted in 80%-80% precision-recall metrics (Fig. 2, bottom).
In total, we were able to identify few classes that could be predicted with acceptable quality (better than 50%-50% precisionrecall metrics), namely AG and AU pairs from the same classical hairpin (AG SM-HC, AU SM-HC) and arbitrary pairs of bases
within a classical internal loop (SM-IC).
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Figure 2 – Identification and prediction of tHS AG base pairs from GNRA-like motifs:
top: clusters of all positive tHS base pairs colored by their predicted classes. Two symmetrical ellipses correspond to AG
tHS base pairs from GNRA-like hairpin loops.
bottom: cross-validation results on the dataset containing only AG pairs from the same hairpin
To explain tHS base pairs being the best-predicted type we calculated the distribution of structural classes within each
possible geometrical class coupled with a pair of bases (Fig. 3). Sequence distance cutoff was not applied allowing all base pairs
present in the RNA structures for calculations. The results showed that 95% of tHS base pairs being of SM class is the reason
the tHS base pairs are best predicted. In general, only 80% of tertiary base pairs belong to the SM class. Another important
feature is that AG/GA comprise almost 80% of all tHS base pairs. From that, we can conclude that tHS base pairs are highly
specific for GNRA-like motifs and are hardly rare among long-range base pairs.
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Figure 3 – Distribution of all tertiary base pairs from the non-redundant dataset by geometrical and structural classes:
The total number of base pairs is 2591. Black crosses represent redundant pairs of bases in case of symmetrical types (SS,
HH, WW). Numbers of base pairs are proportional to the circle areas
Interestingly, more than 70% of all long-range noncanonical base pairs belong to 4 geometrical families - cSS, tSS, cSW,
tSW (see Fig. 3, green segments). These families correspond to the only two types of long-range RNA tertiary motifs - ribose
zippers [24] and A-minors [25]. We also noted that 65% of all tertiary base pairs contain adenine as one of their interacting bases.
It is in agreement with the fact that adenine is overrepresented in unpaired regions of noncoding RNAs [25].
Supplementary materials
Additional file 1 (xlsx): Table S1. Non-redundant set of RNA structures.
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